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About This Manual

This manual explains how to install Oracle Express Server on an MPE XL

system. For specific Express Server and operating system version numbers,

see Chapter 1. The manual describes system requirements, the installation

procedure, and provides some miscellaneous information installing and

testing Express Server on an MPE XL system.

Conventions
This manual uses a set of terms, symbols, and typographic conventions to

categorize specific information. Familiarity with these conventions will

help you use this manual more effectively.

The following icons are used in this manual.

Icon Meaning

A procedure that you should follow to complete a task

References to other manuals or other sections of this

manual.
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You will find the following text conventions in this manual.

Convention Usage

ALL CAPITALS Indicates directory names, file names, operating

system commands, Express commands and

objects, and acronyms.

Courier Indicates examples and anything that you must

type exactly as it appears. For example, if you

are asked to type show eversion, you would

type all the characters shown in Courier exactly

as they are printed.

bold Indicates menu items, command buttons, and

field names.

italic Indicates variables, including variable text.

Variable text is used when dialog boxes or their

components are unlabeled or have labels that

change dynamically based on their current

context. The wording of variable text does not

exactly match what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis.
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Installing Express Server on
MPE XL

These instructions explain how to install Oracle Express Server

(hereinafter referred to as �Express Server�) release 4.8.1 on computers

running the Hewlett-Packard MPE XL operating system. The following

topics are discussed:

n The contents of the Express Server distribution tape

n The installation account, which will hold the Express Server files on

your system

n Installing this version as the only version of Express Server on your

system, or as a second version

n Preparing for the installation

n Installing Express Server

n Making Express Server available to users

n Running installation verification tests

Your Express Server Distribution Tape
Your distribution tape contains all the files you need to install and run

Express Server. The files that are included on the distribution tape are

shown in Table 1. Some of the file names in the table include the lower

case characters �xx,� which stand for the version number you are installing.

For example, during the installation of version 4.8, �xx� stands for the

characters �48.� Although it is not a requirement to export your current

databases to EIF files and import them back to Express Server release 4.8.1,

it is recommended.
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An additional file called EXPTEMP.DB is automatically created by

Express Server once it is installed and running. This is a temporary

database file to keep track of temporary values during your session.

Table 1 The Express Server Distribution Tape

File Name Description

MDBRSTxx.PUB.SYS Automatic installation job

MDBSHELL.PUB.SYS Network connection interface

MDB.PUB.EXPxx Express Server program

PCXQUIP.PUB.EXPxx Utility to transfer files with Personal
Express

UDCUSER.UDC.EXPxx Sample UDC file for starting Express
Server

MDBxx.UDC.EXPxx * Sample command for starting Express
Server

EXPRESS.DB.EXPxx Express Server standard database

DEMO.DB.EXPxx Database used for examples in
documentation

DBREPORT.DB.EXPxx Database for the DBREPORT command

TEST.DB.EXPxx Database used for testing

DRBAT.PUB.EXPxx Procedure for testing Data Reader

DRDATA.PUB.EXPxx Data file for processing with Data Reader

IPCLIB.LIB.EXPxx Library for HP network communications

SQX.LIB.EXPxx Library for SQL interface

SQXSTUB.LIB.EXPxx Library for SQL interface

RAED.UDC.EXPxx An ABORT debugging tool

* The tape might include sample command files for starting earlier versions as well.

The Installation Account

When you install Express Server on your Hewlett-Packard computer, you

run the automatic installation job provided on the distribution tape. The

name of this job is composed of the characters MDBRST, plus the version

number (for example, MDBRST48 for version 4.8). The automatic

installation job creates the new installation account, whose name is
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composed of the characters EXP, plus the version number (for example,

EXP48 for version 4.8). All the files for your new version of Express

Server will reside in this installation account.

The automatic installation also provides the new installation account with

the capabilities, privileges, and basic set of groups needed to run Express

Server. The groups in the account are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Groups in the Installation Account

Group Description

DB Holds standard databases

PUB Holds programs

UDC Holds sample UDC and
command files

LIB Holds required libraries.

The automatic installation job also creates a user MGR for system

administration purposes. A user with the MGR ID can write (update) any

database in this account, so it should be password-protected and reserved

solely for the use of the Express Server database administrator.

The installation account requires approximately 27,000 sectors of disk

space when it is first created. Once user databases are stored in it, the

account's space requirements will increase significantly.

Installing a Single Version or a Second Version

If you have an earlier version of Express Server on your system, it will not

be affected by your new installation. The files for the earlier version reside

in the earlier installation account, which will not be altered.

If you want to keep both versions on your system, that is no problem. See

the section �Making Express Server Available to Users� later in this manual

for the ways users can start up either the new version or an earlier one.

If you want to keep only the new version on your system, first export to EIF

files the databases you use with the earlier version. Then back up and purge

the files for the earlier version.
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Preparing to Install Express Server

Before you begin the installation, log into the SYSTEM account as

MANAGER.SYS.

To prepare to install Express Server:

1. Make sure the system has enough free disk space. The installation

procedure requires approximately 27,000 sectors.

2. If you have an old version of Express Server on your system, and you

want to replace it with this new version, back up the existing installation

account.

3. Use the SHOWJOB command to make sure you are the only user logged

into the system.

:showjob

The MPE XL system response to this command will look similar to the

example below. It contains two numbers that you should make note of

for use when you are installing Express Server. These two numbers are

at the bottom of the display and follow �JLIMIT� = and �SLIMIT�

=.

:showjob

JOBNUM STATE IPRI JIN JLIST INTRODUCED JOB NAME

#S22 EXEC 20 20 WED 8:38P OPERATOR.SYS

#S45 EXEC 107 107 THU 10:59A DBA,MGR.EXP40

#J17 EXEC 10S LP THU 11:00A ANALYSIS,MGR.EXP40

#J19 EXEC 10S LP THU 11:28A BIGRPT,MGR.EXP40

6 JOBS:

0 INTRO

0 WAIT; INCL 0 DEFERRED

6 EXEC; INCL 4 SESSIONS

0 SUSP

JOBFENCE= 0; JLIMIT= 10; SLIMIT= 60

4. Ask current users to log out.

5. Disable logins by typing the command in the example below.

:limit 0
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6. Prevent new batch jobs from beginning execution by typing the limit

command shown below. It will allow active batch jobs to finish.

:limit ,0

7. If you are replacing your old version with the new version (and you

already backed up the old version), purge the old installation account

with a command like the following one, which purges version 4.0.

:purgeacct exp40

If you are installing this version as a second version, to coexist on your

system with an earlier one, back up and purge only the previous UDC

file (for example, UDCUSER.UDC.EXP40). The new UDC file

provides a startup UDC for previous versions as well as the new one.

(For details, see the section later in the chapter called �Making Express

Server Available to Users.�)

8. The environment variable MDB_MEM provides a direct way of setting the

maximum virtual memory Express Server can access. If MDB_MEM is set,

Express Server takes it as the maximum amount of virtual memory it

can access. If MDB_MEM is not set at the time that Express Server starts,

a default value of 4.5 megabytes is used. 4.5 megabytes per user is

enough for most applications. This gives the user almost 1000 pages of

memory to use.

Express Server can run if there is as little as 2.4 megabytes for each

user. If you specify a value lower than this, or an invalid string, Express

Server returns to the operating system with an error when you try to start

it.

To set MDB_MEM, type the following command before you start up

Express Server.

:setvar mdb_mem "12000k"

You can type out the setting you want for MDB_MEM in full, or you use

�K� or �M� to designate kilobytes (as in the above example) or

megabytes respectively. This value specifies the maximum amount of

memory Express Server can use and must appear in quotation marks.

If you wish to permanently alter the maximum memory that Express

Server can use, simply include the SETVAR MDB_MEM command before

the run statement in your MDB UDC or command file. For more
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information on MPE/XL environment variables, see the MPE/XL

COMMANDS REFERENCE GUIDE.

Installing Express Server

This section describes the procedure you should use to install Express

Server.

To install Express Server:

1. Get the necessary password from your system administrator, then log in

as �MANAGER.SYS.�

2. Load the tape on the tape drive and set it on-line.

3. Get access to the tape drive by typing the command shown below.

:FILE T;DEV=TAPE

4. Type the command shown below to restore two files from the tape into

the �PUB� group of the �SYS� account.

:RESTORE *T;@@.PUB.SYS

The tape should move forward for a moment, stop, rewind itself, and

possibly dismount.

5. Repeat Step 2.

6. Run the automatic installation job by typing an MDBRSTxx command

like the following one for version 4.8.

:mdbrst48

The automatic installation job restores from tape all the files that belong

in the new installation account. This command builds the account and

builds, within that account, the groups listed in : PUB, DB, UDC, and

LIB, plus the user MGR. It gives each of these entities the appropriate

capabilities. For verification, type a command like the one shown in the

example below.

:listf @.@.exp48,2
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7. Remove the MDBRSTxx file from your machine with a command like

the following one.

:purge mdbrst48

8. You may now allow other users back onto the system. Use the LIMIT

command with the two numbers from the terminal display that followed

the SHOWJOB command, described on page 4. Type the JLIMIT

number, then the SLIMIT number, separating them with a comma. For

example, if the JLIMIT was 10 and the SLIMIT was 60, the command

would be as follows.

:limit 10,60

9. Type a HELLO MGR.EXPxx command like the following one.

:hello mgr.exp48

10. Type the command shown below.

:setcatalog udcuser.udc;account

11. Dismount the tape and store it in a safe place.

12. By default, all users can start up the new version with the MDBxx

command and earlier versions with a similar command that includes the

appropriate version number. If you want to restrict access or change the

command users type to run either version, see the next section.

Making Express Server Available to
Users

Before letting users run Express Server, you should decide if all users will

have access to it and which commands they will use to run it.

Giving Users Access to Express Server

All Express Server users on your system must have read access to

EXPRESS.DB.EXPxx. In addition, the installation account, as created by

the automatic installation job on the distribution tape, provides the

following capabilities to all users of the system:
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n Execution access to Express Server

n Execution access to the PCXQUIP file transfer program

n Read access to all databases created in the DB group of the installation

account

You can eliminate system-wide access to users by changing the access

rights to the installation account. To change the access rights, log in as user

MANAGER.SYS and type a command that disallows execution of Express

Server from outside the installation account. In this sample command, the

account is EXP48.

:altacct exp48;access=(r,w,a,l,x:ac)

Providing Ways to Start Express Server

The installation procedure provides two ways for your users to start Express

Server: typing the name of a UDC and typing the name of a command file.

Use the following information to choose one of these two methods for each

of your users. For some users, one method might be best; for other users,

the other might be more appropriate.

n If the version number of your MPE XL operating system is less than

2.1, all users can start up with either a UDC or a command file. You can

decide upon a single method for all users.

n If the version number of your MPE XL operating system is 2.1 or

greater and a user will communicate with Personal Express through HP

network communications, they must use a command file. Otherwise, HP

network communications will not work. Note that users should specify

the name of the command file in their CONNECT command instead of

a UDC name.

n If the version number of your MPE XL operating system is 2.1 or

greater and a user will not communicate with Personal Express through

HP network communications, they can use either a UDC or a command

file. However, if the user wants to use asynchronous file transfer outside

XCA, then he or she must use a UDC (which gives access to

PCXQUIP).
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The subsections below present sample UDC and command files like the

ones that the automatic installation job restores to your installation account

in the UDC group. If you do not provide general access to these files, you

should make them available to Express Server users so that they can place

the UDC or command files in their logins. If they use the UDC file, they

can incorporate the UDCs it contains into their usual UDC files.

Both the UDC file and the command file provided on your distribution tape

specify the XL required for the use of the SQL interface. You do not have

to perform any special installation steps to allow users to access the

interface. However, before starting up Express Server, users must establish

a connection to their DBEnvironment using an MPE file equation.

In the following samples, version 4.8 is the new version, and version 4.0 is

an earlier version on the system. With these sample files, users type MDB48

to start version 4.8 and they type MDB40 to start version 4.0. They type the

same commands regardless of whether they are using UDCs or command

files.

The UDCUSER UDC File

In this sample UDC file, the new version is 4.8 and the earlier version is

4.0.

mdb40 p1=$null,p2=$null,p3=$null,p4=$null

setvar mdbenv "exp40"

mdbit !p1 !p2 !p3 !p4

****************

mdb48 p1=$null,p2=$null,p3=$null,p4=$null

setvar mdbenv "exp48"

mdbit !p1 !p2 !p3 !p4

****************

mdbit p1=$null,p2=$null,p3=$null,p4=$null

file express.db=express.db.!mdbenv;SHR

file demodb.db=demodb.db.!mdbenv;SHR

file demo.db=demo.db.!mdbenv;SHR

file printer;dev=lp

echo run mdb.pub.!mdbenv

setvar parmstr ""

if ("!p1" <> "$null") then
setvar parmstr "!p1"

if ("!p2" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p2"
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if ("!p3" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p3"

if ("!p4" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p4"

endif

endif

endif

endif

if finfo("sqlutil.net.sys", 0) then

if finfo("sqx.lib.!mdbenv", 0) then

setvar xlib "sqx.lib.!mdbenv"

else

setvar xlib ""

endif

else

if finfo("sqxstub.lib.!mdbenv", 0) then

setvar xlib "sqxstub.lib.!mdbenv"

else

setvar xlib ""

endif

endif

if NOT finfo("netcp.net.sys", 0) then

setvar xlib xlib + ",ipclib.lib.!mdbenv"

endif

if ("!parmstr" <> "") then

run mdb.pub.!mdbenv;info="!parmstr";xl="!xlib"

else

run mdb.pub.!mdbenv;xl="!xlib"

endif

****************

pcxquip p1="null",p2="null",p3="null",p4="null",p5="null",p6="null" &

p7="null",p8="null",p9="null",p10="null",p11="null",p12="null"

if ("!p1" = "null") then

run pcxquip.pub.exp40

else

setvar pi 1

setvar pn "!!p" + "!pi"

setvar pinfo ''

while (pi <= 12)

setvar ptemp ups("!pn")

if (!pi = 1) and (len("!ptemp") > 8)

setvar ptemp lft("!ptemp", 8)

endif

if ("!ptemp" <> "NULL")

setvar pinfo pinfo + " !ptemp"

endif

setvar pi pi + 1
setvar pn "!!p" + "!pi"

endwhile

run pcxquip.pub.exp40;info="!pinfo"

endif
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****************

newgroup F1=$null

echo

echo Please use the MAKEGROUP command.

echo

****************

makegroup F1

newgroup !F1;access=(r,x,l:any;w,a,s:gu)

The Command File for the New Version

In this sample command file, the new version is 4.8.

parm p1=$null,p2=$null,p3=$null,p4=$null

file express.db=express.db.exp48;SHR

file demodb.db=demodb.db.exp48;SHR

file demo.db=demo.db.exp48;SHR

file printer;dev=lp

echo run mdb.pub.exp48

setvar parmstr ""

if ("!p1" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr "!p1"

if ("!p2" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p2"

if ("!p3" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p3"

if ("!p4" <> "$null") then

setvar parmstr parmstr + " !p4"

endif

endif

endif

endif

if finfo("sqlutil.net.sys", 0) then

setvar xlib "sqx.lib.exp48"

else

setvar xlib "sqxstub.lib.exp48"

endif

if NOT finfo("netcp.net.sys", 0) then

setvar xlib xlib + ",ipclib.lib.exp40"

endif

if ("!parmstr" <> "") then

run mdb.pub.exp40;info="!parmstr";xl="!xlib"

else

run mdb.pub.exp40;xl="!xlib"

endif
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In addition to the command file for the new version you are installing, the

automatic installation job might provide a command file for an earlier

version. In this case, the command file for the earlier version would be

identical to the one shown above except for an appropriate change in the

version number wherever it appears.

Changing the Command to Run Express Server

You can change the command that users type for starting Express Server by

editing the UDCUSER UDC file or by renaming the command files.

If all users are starting up Express Server using the UDCUSER UDC file

listed above, you can change the commands they use for starting up Express

Server by renaming the appropriate UDCs. For example, if you want users

to type OLDMDB for version 4.0 and just MDB for version 4.8, change

�MDB40� to �OLDMDB� and �MDB48� to �MDB� in the file. If version

4.0 does not exist on your system, you can delete the MDB40 UDC from

the file.

Similarly, if all users are starting up Express Server using command files

like the one listed above, you can change the commands they use for

starting up Express Server by renaming the command files.

Running the Installation Verification
Tests

Express Server provides access to other programs and output devices.

When you are running Express Server, you can use an editor, display

graphs using Personal Express, and transfer files to a PC. The installation

verification tests check whether Express Server can communicate with

other programs and read files correctly.

The installation verification tests serve two purposes:

n To verify that Express Server can access the files and devices it needs
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n To provide working examples of how to use the interfaces to other

programs, files, and devices

The following sections describe how to test each interface. Each test is

treated separately and includes instructions to start Express Server. If

Express Server is already running, you can skip the step instructing you to

start it. If you are not attached to the TEST database, type the following

command when the test instructs you to start Express Server.

->database test

The tests require access to the files listed below, which you unloaded from

the Express Server installation tape. In these file names, �xx� stands for the

number of the version you are installing.

TEST.DB.EXPxx A database containing Express Server

programs and variables for testing

DEMO.DB.EXPxx The demonstration database

DRBAT.PUB.EXPxx A procedure for testing the Data

Reader

DRDATA.PUB.EXPxx A file for processing with the Data

Reader

In addition, the graphics and file transfer tests require communications

between Express Server and Personal Express. If you do not have Personal

Express, ignore these tests.

Testing the Editor

Express Server normally uses EDIT/3000 as its editor. The following test

checks if your system is set up for that editor to be used. To check if you

can use another editor from within Express Server, set the EDITORCMD

option to the command that invokes that editor and try the test again. Note

that, if you are logged into the Hewlett-Packard machine from Personal

Express and you want to use the editor, you must be connected through

asynchronous (not HP network) communications.
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To test the editor:

1. Start Express Server with the TEST database. This database will

automatically attach the DEMO database. In this example, �xx� stands

for the number of the version you are installing.

:MDBxx TEST

2. Define and edit a program.

->define testprog program

->edit testprog

When you exit the editor using the appropriate command to save your

text, Express Server reads the text and assigns it to the program or

variable. Display the program text by typing the following command.

->describe testprog

3. Define and edit a text variable.

->define testvar text

->edit testvar

Display the variable by typing the following command.

->show testvar

Changes to database objects that you make in the editor are not stored

permanently in your database until you type the UPDATE command.

Note: If you are logged into the Hewlett-Packard machine through

Personal Express asynchronous communications, you cannot type

control characters directly on the keyboard. To send a control character

to MPE, use the SEND command in the Personal Express local session.

For example, to type CTRL+Y to abort the current command in

EDIT/3000, follow these steps:

1. Press F6 to switch to the local session.

2. Type the SEND command using a decimal escape to specify the 3-digit

ASCII value for the control character you want to send. CTRL+Y is 030.

->send '\d030'

3. Press F6 to return to your remote session.
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You can also assign the SEND command you have decided upon to a

Personal Express function key. Assigning it to a function key makes that

command accessible from the remote session.

Testing Your Graphics Device

To display graphics, you must be logged into the Hewlett-Packard from a

PC that is running Personal Express. You can be using Personal Express

asynchronous communications or Personal Express HP network

communications. If you are using HP network communications, you must

be within an XCA dialog.

To perform the test:

1. On your PC, start Personal Express.

c:\>pcx

2. For asynchronous communications, press F3 and use the

communications interface to log into the mainframe. For HP network

communications, make your connection as described in the Personal

Express 4.0 Communications Guide.

3. Start Express Server with the TEST database. This database will

automatically attach the DEMO database. In this example, �xx� stands

for the number of the version you are installing.

:MDBxx TEST

4. In Express Server, limit the dimensions of your data. (By default, the

GRAPHDEV option is set to �PCEXPRESS.�)

->limit month to first 2

->limit product to first 2

->limit district to first 2

->graphdev = 'pcexpress'
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5. Press F6 to switch to your Personal Express local session. Use the

RECEIVE function to send GRAPH commands to Express Server. Each

command displays four graphs. Press ENTER to go on to the next graph.

Press CTRL+BREAK to interrupt the graphs.

->show receive('graph sales' for 0 until '->')

(Graphics output)

->show receive('graph bar sales' for 0 until '->')

(Graphics output)

->show receive('graph pie sales' for 0 until '->')

(Graphics output)

Testing the Data Reader in Batch Mode

This procedure tests the Data Reader in batch mode.

To perform the test:

1. Stream your batch job with a command like the one below.

:stream drbat.pub.exp48;in=0,0,2

The batch job starts Express Server with the TEST database and uses

Data Reader commands to read the file DRDATA.PUB.EXPxx (in the

sample command above, the version number is 4.8). It then displays a

report of the new data in the variables. All input and output from the job

should be printed automatically on the main Hewlett-Packard system

printer.

2. To display the batch job�s current status, type the following command:

:showjob job=@j

You will see a display of all the batch jobs on the system and their

status, listed under the �STATE� column. The label EXEC in the

example below indicates an executing job. The label SCHED would be

used to indicate a scheduled job. When a job is complete, it no longer

appears on the list.

:showjob job=@j

JOBNUM STATE IPRI JIN JLIST INTRODUCED JOB NAME

#J221 EXEC 10S LP TUE 2:21P DRTEST,MGR.EXP40

JOBFENCE= 0; JLIMIT= 4; SLIMIT= 60
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Testing Asynchronous File Transfer with Personal Express

This procedure assumes that you have Personal Express installed on your

PC and that it is set up for asynchronous communications with the HP

computer running Express Server. It also assumes that you want to transfer

files outside an XCA dialog. To transfer files asynchronously outside XCA,

the UDC PCXQUIP must be available to Express Server.

To perform the test:

1. On your PC, find the Personal Express file PCX.EXE (or some other

file that can be used for a test), and copy it over into a file named

TEST1.

C>copy pcx.exe test1

2. On your PC, start Personal Express with or without a database.

C>pcx

3. Press F3 and log into the mainframe.

4. Start Express Server with or without a database.

MDB

5. Press F6 to switch to your local Personal Express session. In Personal

Express, use the MOVEFILE command to perform a file transfer.

->movefile binary 'test1' to 'test2' rewrite

6. Use the MOVEFILE command again to transfer the TEST2 file back to

the local Personal Express session.

->movefile binary 'test3' from 'test2' rewrite

7. Then use the DOS command COMP to compare the contents of the

TEST1 and the TEST3 files on the PC.

->dos exec comp test1 test3

The DOS screen should display the following message.

Comparing TEST1 and TEST3...

Files compare OK

Compare more files (Y/N) ? N
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If you encounter problems, try transferring a file from within Personal

Express (with MOVEFILE) but without Express Server running on the

mainframe. If this transfer doesn�t work, you know the problems do not

involve Express Server. Check that PCXQUIP is available on your MPE

system. It is described in the Personal Express 4.0 Communications Guide.
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